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 Continuously provide charity program for cleft lip and palate during 

COVID-19 pandemic needs adequate perioperative preparation for the 

patients and all the surgical team safety. Patient age at the time of 

surgery hold important role for obtaining adequate nutrition and better 

speech outcome. This study compared the number of total patients from 

2018, 2019 and 2020 cleft lip and palate charity program and combines 

several guidelines to prepare for charity program during pandemic. From 

2018 to 2019 there was 81.6% increased number of total patient and 

21.3% from 2019 to 2020. All the surgical team member tested negative 

for COVID-19 after the charity program. There was no significant 

increased number of total CLP patient before and during the pandemic 

and it is possible to conduct safe CLP charity program during the current 

pandemic. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

New rapidly spreading respiratory infection first reported on December 2019 was identified as being caused 

by Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) and the disease known with the 

name Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) [1]. This situation declared pandemic on March 2020 by 

World Health Organization (WHO) and on the same month Indonesian government announced the first 

COVID-19 case [1], [2]. As of March 3rd 2021, the number of confirmed cases in Indonesia reach 1,347,026 

[3]. To limit the spread of the virus, all health care workers must protect them self with personal protective 

equipment (PPE) and major decision need to be taken by government including travel restriction [4]. 

Indonesia as an archipelago made medical care seeker especially those who live in rural area that even 

before this pandemic already suffered by the difficulty to reach medical services are now facing a bigger 

problem [4]. According to Basic Health Research/Riset Kesehatan Dasar (Riskesdas) report in 2018 the 

percentage children born with congenital malformation in Indonesia was 0.41% with 0.12% of the cases 

were cleft lip and palate (CLP). This numbers are increased compared to the report in 2013 [5], [6]. 

Performing medical procedures in today situation needs more adjustments for the safety of both the health 

care provider and the patient. Craniofacial surgery which procedures involve work in oral cavity and 
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respiratory track resulting aerosols particles and put the surgery team at high risk of COVID-19 

transmission. Primary and secondary surgery for CLP considered as elective surgery and recommend to 

postpone the surgery until pandemic has settled, but on the other hand surgery for CLP is time sensitive 

with significant evidence that delayed repair associated with malnutrition and worst speech outcomes [7], 

[8]. 

 

Since March 2020 until December 2020, surgical team from our institution held 3 charity programs with 

new added preoperative protocols. With the approach that we do, we were able to carry out the program 

effectively and safe. This study result can be used as a consideration to provide CLP charity program during 

pandemic. 

 

2. Methods 

This study comparing the number of CLP patient undergo surgery on charity program before and during the 

pandemic in the past 3 years. Statistical analysis and calculation were performed using the Statistical 

Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) Windows version 25.0 with Shapiro – Wilk test for data distribution, 

Levene test for data homogeneity, and ANOVA test to evaluate differences in number of patient before and 

during pandemic. The mean was calculated as total patients divided by number of trips in each year. 

 

Other data including the new adjustments for the preoperative procedure during pandemic such as the 

patient screening, intubation procedure, surgical time, PPE, and staff limitation also reported. The flow 

diagram for preoperative preparation was completed by combining several guidelines that suits capability 

and resources available. 

 

3. Results 

Total patients in 2018 were 49 patients. In 2019 the number was increased by 81.6% from the previous year 

to 89 patients. And has increased by 21.3% in 2020 to 108 patients. The number of trips on each year 

compared to the number of patients is shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1 Number of trips and number of patients 

Year Number of trips Number of patients Mean 
Deviation 
standard 

2018 4 14 12.25 3.9 

2019 6 89 14.83 2.4 
2020 6 108 18 11.1 

 

The average patient per trip in 2018 was 12.25 ± 3.9, this number increased in 2019 to 14.83 ± 2.4 and 

increased in 2020 to 18 ± 11.1. Through the Shapiro - Wilk test, it was found that the data had an even 

distribution, while through the Levene test the p value was obtained 0.078, so it could be concluded that the 

data was homogeneous. After the ANOVA test assumptions were fulfilled, the ANOVA test was performed 

with the test result p = 0.548. The result was that the increase in the number of patients was not statistically 

significant. 
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Figure 1 Number of patients 

 

The first charity program undertaken during the pandemic was held in East Nusa Tenggara. The choice of 

site was due to the high accumulation of untreated CLP patients with an average age passing surgical 

indications for optimal results. The high number of untreated patients is due to the limited number of 

professionals who capable to performed CLP repair in the area and most of the charity program has been 

postponed due to pandemic at least in the last 6 months. 

 

Before deciding to held the charity during the pandemic, team member did site evaluation and research for 

COVID-19 case rate, government travel and medical service policy, hospital capability (to provide personal 

protective equipment (PPE), hospital beds and surgical theaters), and the availability for COVID-19 testing. 

Then the surgeons will determine the need and type of surgery required for the patients, and set the 

schedule. The team were tested for COVID-19 using Reverse Transcriptase Polymerase Chain Reaction 

(RT-PCR) test, all result came negative before departing. After arrived on site, all the patients were 

examined to make sure they met the requirements to underwent the surgery. Examination on each patient 

conduct individually as scheduled to avoid crowd and possible spread of COVID-19. All of the patients also 

tested for rapid antibody or antigen for COVID-19. Rapid antibody or antigen for COVID-19 is used 

because it was more accessible and affordable than RT-PCR at that time. Patients who passed the screening 

were hospitalized and fast for at least 6 hours prior the surgery. 

 

Table 2 Inclusion criteria for the surgical candidate 

Inclusion Criteria 

1. No sign and symptoms of COVID-19 infection in the past 14 days before surgery 

2. Non-reactive antibody of SARS Cov-2 or negative antigen SARS Cov-2 test/RT-PCR 
3. Thorax Xray show no sign of pneumonia 
4. Meet rule of ten criteria [9]: 

- Weight at least 10 pounds or 4.5kg 

- Hemoglobin at least 10 g 

- White blood cell count less than 10.000/mm3
 

  - Age more than 10 weeks  

 

Even all the patient was tested for SARS Cov-2 antibody or antigen before the surgery, extra precaution still 

needed to limit the risk of infection during the surgery, including limiting operation room staff to a safe 

minimum (only 3 persons each team; one anesthesiologist, one plastic surgeon, one surgical assistant) the 

operation time should be maximum 60 minutes each patient, during intubation and extubation all the staff 

other than anesthesia team should not be on the operating room (OR). During the entire surgery all of the 
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staff in the OR need to wear full PPE because of the aerosol generating procedures (AGP). During surgery 

PPE must be used properly. PPE used include N95 mask and surgical mask, google or face shield, 

waterproof cover all, double hand gloves, and OR slippers/boots. Donning and doffing the PPE must 

conduct properly to minimize risk of contamination. 

 

 
Figure 2 Perioperative preparation flow diagram for CLP charity programs during pandemic 

 

4. Discussion 

We hypothesize the social limitation during pandemic decreased the number of health care center visits 

affect study outcome [4], [10]. Our data show there is no significant increase of total CLP patient undergo 

surgery in the last 3 years in our charity program. CLP is low-acuity procedure and the repair generally 

performed in healthy patient. According to Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) 

classification, this is a Tier 1a procedure and should be postponed during the pandemic [11], [12]. However, 

age was important factor for better speech outcome [13], [14]. Along with the better understanding about 

COVID-19, the available guidelines also continue to developed and we reviewed several literatures as our 

consideration prior the charity program. Most of the guidelines suggest to postpone elective surgery due to 

the risk of transmission and to preserve the PPE until pandemic has settled [15- 18]. We gather current data 

for COVID-19 case rate from Indonesia Ministry of Health emerging infection / infeksi emerging site and 

make sure our destination area is not a red zone and there is no government travel restriction before we start 

to schedule the charity program. The destination hospital must be able to triage, screening, and assess 

patient for COVID-19 possibility. This include questioning the patient for potential COVID-19 exposure 

and symptom including gastrointestinal problem, hyposmia and hypogeusia [19]. Thorax CT scan without 

contrast should be done as part of initial diagnostic for admission, if not available X-ray of the thorax is 
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mandatory [20]. RT-PCR is the gold standard for COVID-19 diagnostic [2], [19], and required for all 

elective patients suspected with COVID-19 infection [19]. We used rapid test antibody COVID-19 for our 

pre-operation screening, this type of testing alone can neither diagnosed nor exclude COVID-19 infection 

because the result influenced by various factors such as host immunity status and the time of testing, but on 

low resource settings this test can be useful because of the affordability, rapidity, sensitivity, specificity and 

user-friendliness [19], [20]. We realize our adjunctive diagnosis screening limitation, therefore we make 

sure our PPE is suitable. 

 

The use of right and appropriate PPE is crucial for surgeries with AGP [21]. The PPE also need to be 

compatible that it is not redundant and comfortable to avoid unnecessary distraction for the surgeon’s 

concentration and does not need to be frequently adjusted and touched. The recommended types of PPE 

during surgery listed on Table 3 [8], [15], [21- 24]. 

 

Table 3 Personal protective equipment types 

Protected area Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) choices 

 
Head 

Scrub hat 
Waterproof cap or hood 
Astrocap with head and neck protection 

 

Eye 
Googles Safety 

glasses 
Face shield 

Nose and mouth 

(Respiratory protection) 

Filtering Face Piece (FFP)2/N95+ Surgical mask 
Respirator/FFP3/N99+ Surgical mask 

 
Body 

Cover all / one-piece biological protection suit 
Long-sleeved water-resistant gown 

Long-sleeved gown 
Plastic apron 

Hand Double disposable medical gloves 

Leg 
Cover shoes 
High protection boots 

 

During intubation and extubation medical personnel who was not on duty must wait outside the OR and the 

surgery only performed by experienced team to preserve PPE and limit the staff member to the risk of 

potential transmission [8], [24]. 

 

5. Conclusions 

There was no significant increase of CLP patient before and during pandemic. The goal of keep providing 

CLP charity program during pandemic is to optimizing the child development through adequate nutrition 

and optimizing speech outcome of the patients. New adjustment for conducting charity program in current 

pandemic is needed including screening examination and questioning, adjunctive radiological and 

laboratory screening for COVID-19, staff limitation, PPE and intubation protocols. 
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